STUC AGENDA – May 2016

Thursday May 12, 2016

8:15 Breakfast @ Boardroom
8:45 Executive session       M. Cushing
9:00 STScI outlook          K. Sembach
9:30 HST Project update     J. Wiseman, P. Crouse
-  Senior Review – project perspective
-  Systems status & project lifetimes
10:00 HST Mission Office report   H. Jenkner
-  Program status overview
10:30 Break
10:50 Instrument status reports
-  COS                           C. Oliveira
-  STIS                          J. Debes
-  ACS                           N. Grogin
-  WFC3                          E. Sabbi
12:10 Executive session
12:30 Lunch@Boardroom
13:30 NASA HQ Perspective    M. Garcia
14:00 ESA Senior review      A. Nota
-  Schedule
-  User committee input
14:45 Cycle 24 TAC           C. Leitherer
-  Proposal statistics
-  Cycle 24 review process & schedule
15:30 Discussion
15:45 Break
16:00 Exoplanet Advisory Committee report  D. Deming
-  Report summary
-  Recommendations
16:45 Discussion
17:15 Executive session
17:45 Adjourn
18:e30 Dinner @ Azafran
Friday May 13, 2016

8:30 Breakfast @ Boardroom
8:45 Executive session M. Cushing
9:00 HST & WFIRST D. Bennett
- Synergies and preparatory observations
9:45 Frontier Fields science J. Lotz
- Science update
10:30 Break
10:45 Science Policies N. Reid
- Mid-cycle proposals in Cycle 24
- HST TAC schedule for Cycle 25 & 26
11:30 HST science products R. Osten
- Calibration strategies and priorities
12:15 General discussion and date of next meeting
12:30 Lunch @ Boardroom
13:00 Drafting of report
14:00 Feed-back to the Director/HST Project Scientist
15.00 Adjourn

Presenters/Attendees:

Ken Sembach: STScI Director
Jerry Kriss: STScI Interim Deputy Director
Antonella Nota: Associate Director for ESA
Tom Brown: HST Mission Office Head
John Debes: STIS Team Lead
Norman Grogin: ACS Team Lead
Helmut Jenkner: Deputy HST Mission Office Head
Hussein Jirdeh: OPO Division Head
Jennifer Lotz: SMO, Frontier Fields PI
John MacKenty: HST Mission Office
Cristina Oliveira: COS Team Lead
Rachel Osten: HST Mission Office
Neill Reid: Associate Director for Science, SMO
Elena Sabbi: WFC3 Team Lead
Mansoor Ahmed: Associate Director, Astrophysics Projects Division, GSFC
Jennifer Wiseman: HST Senior Project Scientist, GSFC
Kenneth Carpenter: HST Operations Project Scientist, GSFC
Patrick Crouse, HST Operations Project Manager, GSFC
James Jeletic, HST Operations Deputy Project Manager, GSFC
Kevin Hartnett, HST Science Operations Manager, GSFC

Michael Garcia, HST Program Scientist, NASA HQ
Martin Still, HST Deputy Program Scientist, NASA HQ

David Bennett, WFIRST FSWG member, GSFC
Drake Deming, Chair Exoplanet Advisory Committee, University of Maryland

STUC members:
  Michael Cushing (Chair – Toledo), Stephane Charlot (IAP, Paris), Hsiao-Wen Chen (Chicago), Dawn Erb (Wisconsin), Cynthia Froning (U. Texas at Austin), Jenny Greene (Princeton), Søren Larsen (Nijmegen), Andrea Prestwich (SAO), Amy Simon (GSFC), Keren Sharon (Michigan), David Sing (Exeter), Ben Williams (Washington)